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Abstract
 The Eagle Ford formation in South Texas has been an established hydrocarbon play since 
2008. The Eagle Ford is considered an unconventional resource because it is a source, reservoir, 
and seal. Hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling have enabled this play. As drilling and 
production continue the limits of this play are being defined. The area between dry gas and wet 
gas/condensate has been known for some time since the initial production started in dry gas and 
moved up-dip. After the oil window was discovered, the contact between wet gas/condensate 
started to become more defined. Now companies are beginning to delineate the boundary 
between the oil window and immature areas. This study uses geohistory and thermal modeling 
software to define the boundary where the oil window ends and the immature area begins. 
Vitrinite reflectance values from modeling were calibrated to published vitrinite reflectance data. 
Then the models were used to estimate vitrinite reflectance values for other wells with only 
depth information. Vitrinite reflectance maps created by this technique are comparable to 
published maps in the study area. Total Organic Carbon (TOC) was also calculated for the study 
area using a well log overlay analysis technique. TOC varies stratigraphically throughout the 
study area, but the lower Eagle Ford typically has higher TOC than the upper Eagle Ford. Well 
log overlay analysis is a useful tool in evaluating the initial petroleum potential of 
unconventional prospects when data availability is limited. This research has provided a 
technique to investigate areas of unconventional production potential.    
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Introduction 
In 2010, the United States (U.S.) was the third largest crude oil producer in the world, but 
almost half of the 19.1 MMbd used in the U.S. was imported (EIA, 2011). Full development of 
shale plays within the U.S. can allow this country to be more energy self-sufficient (Fig. 1). The 
Eagle Ford Formation in South and Central Texas is arguably one of the best shale plays within 
the U.S. because of its: 1) relatively shallow depths in the oil window,  2) high percentage of 
carbonate makes it easier to fracture, and 3) large lateral extent and thickness (Railroad 
Commission of Texas, 2011).  
 
Figure 1. United States shale plays (EIA, 2011) 
 
The Eagle Ford has been studied for over 120 years and was named from outcrops around 
Dallas, Texas (Hill, 1887). Historically, the Eagle Ford has been studied more in outcrop 
(Stephenson and Reeside, 1938; Adkins and Lozo, 1951; Lock et al., 2010) than in the 
subsurface. However, recently subsurface studies have been conducted with well logs and cores 
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to further understand the play (Donovan and Staerker, 2010; Hentz and Ruppel, 2010; Dawson 
and Almon, 2010; Harbor, 2011). 
Conventional hydrocarbons are produced from porous and permeable sandstone or 
limestone reservoirs. Unconventional hydrocarbons are produced from what used to be the 
source of conventional plays. Shale plays are unconventional, in the fact that we are trying to 
produce from a rock with minimal porosity and permeability. The term “shale plays” is relative 
considering that many of these shale plays have very different mineralogies, not 100% shale as 
the term implies. Variable rock properties in shale plays require different techniques to extract 
the oil and gas. Unconventional methods like hydraulic fracturing and horizontal drilling had to 
be implemented to extract this natural resource.  
 Two wells drilled in 2006 by Conoco and Apache started the play, but were not true 
Eagle Ford wells; perforations were more in the Austin Chalk (DrillingInfo, 2010). The first real 
Eagle Ford well was drilled in 2008 by Petrohawk in the Hawkville Field. The play was initially 
discovered as dry gas, later wet gas and oil were discovered up-dip. The northern part of the play 
is the up-dip oil window with lower pressure and higher oil volumes, the southern part of the 
play is down-dip and mainly dry gas, and in the middle is the wet gas or condensate window 
(DrillingInfo, 2010). As of the end of 2010, there were over 1000 Eagle Ford completions with 
another 3000 permitted wells and the current play is approximately 50 miles wide and 400 miles 
long, spanning over 15 counties in Texas (Fig. 2). 
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Purpose of Study 
The Eagle Ford play area is growing. Major and minor companies are using their 
resources to delineate the spatial and stratigraphic extent of the oil window of the play due to 
currently higher oil prices as compared to gas prices. Many interpretations have been released on 
limits of this play (Figs. 3, 4, 5, 6), but the data and technique behind those interpretations have 
been kept proprietary. This study was conducted to show a technique of defining the northern 
limits of the oil window of the South Texas Eagle Ford shale play using public data.  
These techniques can be applied to the entire Eagle Ford shale play as well as other shale 
plays. The public data included well logs which were used to estimate spatial variations in Total 
Organic Carbon (TOC) by an overlay analysis. Well logs were also used to determine the 
thickness of the Eagle Ford and the overburden formations for geohistory modeling. The 
modeling was used to estimate vitrinite reflectance (%Ro) values, which gave a basis for 
defining limits. A master’s thesis by Harbor (2011) performed detailed geochemistry on a group 
of Eagle Ford wells, and data from nine of Harbor’s wells have been used to calibrate the models 
(Appendix A). Geochemical calibration allowed for wells with only log data to be used.  
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Study Area 
The study area is within the following counties in Texas: Kinney, Maverick, Uvalde, 
Zavala, Medina, and Frio (Fig. 2), which are part of the Maverick Basin. The Eagle Ford 
outcrops in the study area within Kinney, Uvalde, and Medina counties. This area was chosen for 
this study because of the variability in published maps of the Eagle Ford oil window and also the 
drilling trend is moving farther north to test and define the limits. 
 
 
Figure 2. Map of Eagle Ford play with study area in yellow.  
After Railroad Commission of Texas (2011) 
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Figure 3. Eagle Ford Shale petroleum window interpretation map; Example 1.                   
(Rosetta Resources, 2012) 
 
 
Figure 4. Eagle Ford Shale petroleum window interpretation map; Example 2            
(Chesapeake Energy, 2012) 
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Figure 5. Eagle Ford Shale petroleum window interpretation map; Example 3                    
(DrillingInfo, 2011) 
 
 
Figure 6. Eagle Ford Shale petroleum window interpretation map; Example 4 (EIA, 2011) 
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Geologic Setting 
Several tectonic and structural events have affected the depositional environment of the 
study area. The opening of the Gulf of Mexico and the rotation of the Yucatan block caused a 
half-graben to form during Triassic time in what is now Maverick County (Ewing, 2003; Scott, 
2004). Salt was deposited in the Late Triassic and Jurassic time (Salvador, 1991). Thermal 
subsidence was amplified by the evacuation of as much as 1,000 meters of salt (Salvador, 1991). 
In South Texas, the Ouachita basement provided a stable topography on which coastlines and 
carbonate platforms, like the Stuart City and Sligo reef margins, developed (Goldhammer and 
Johnson, 2001) (Fig. 7). Southern movement of the Laramide Uplift filled the Cretaceous 
foreland basin and caused sediment to be deposited into intrashelf depocenters, e.g. Maverick 
Basin (Galloway, 2008). During the Cretaceous, Precambrian highs, such as the Llano Uplift in 
central Texas and the Coahuila Block in northeast Mexico were the source of clastic sediment 
into the Maverick Basin (Goldhammer and Johnson, 2001) (Fig. 8). The southeast-northwest 
trending San Marcos Arch, an extension of the Llano Uplift, separates the Maverick Basin and 
the East Texas Basin (Loucks, 1976). Laramide compression inverted the Triassic half-graben 
and formed the Chittim Arch in the western portion of the Maverick Basin (Ewing, 2003) (Fig. 
8). Uplift may have caused 1-2 km of erosion (Ewing, 2003).  
The Eagle Ford Formation was deposited during the Middle Cenomanian to Turonian 
stages of the Upper Cretaceous, an interval of approximately 9 million years. In South Texas, the 
Eagle Ford lies unconformably below the Austin Chalk Formation and above the Buda 
Formation in the study area (Fig. 9). The unconformable surfaces between the upper Eagle Ford 
and Austin Chalk as well as the lower Eagle Ford and Buda can be clearly seen in the type log 
(Fig. 10). The Eagle Ford can be classified into an upper and a lower unit that can be 
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distinguished by changes in log response (Fig. 10). Log responses for the major formation 
subdivisions are discussed in more detail in the Data and Methods section. The upper Eagle Ford 
is interpreted to be progradational within a highstand systems tract and the lower Eagle Ford is 
interpreted to be retrogradational within a transgressive systems tract (Donovan and Staerker, 
2010). Since the Eagle Ford is transgressive, the formation is older near the Sligo shelf margin 
and younger towards the north (Adams and Carr, 2010). Some workers interpret the Eagle Ford 
as a continuous transgressive systems tract (Adams and Carr, 2010; Dawson and Almon, 2010), 
and others interpret alternating transgressive/regressive sequences (Donovan and Staerker, 2010; 
Harbor, 2010; Lock et.al., 2010). Eagle Ford units thin from the Maverick Basin to the San 
Marcos Arch in the subsurface (Hentz and Ruppel, 2010).  
 
 
Figure 7. Shelf environment and deposition of South Texas with Sligo and Stuart City Reef 
Margins. Modified from Galloway (2008) and Harbor (2011). 
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The upper Eagle Ford consists of interbedded dark and light gray calcareous mudrock, 
while the lower Eagle Ford unit consists of mostly dark gray mudrock (Hentz and Ruppel, 2010). 
Gas-prone organic material is typical of the upper Eagle Ford and more oil-prone organic 
material is found within the lower Eagle Ford interval (Dawson and Almon, 2010). 
 
 
Figure 8. Structural features affecting deposition and distribution of sediment within South 
Texas. Modified from Harbor (2011) and Goldhammer and Johnson (2001). 
 Chittim Anticline
 
 
 
 
 
 
San Marcos Arch 
1” ~ 100 
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Regional lithofacies patterns and fossil content indicate a marginal to open marine 
depositional setting for the Eagle Ford Formation (Dawson and Almon, 2010). Eagle Ford strata 
show a mixed siliciclastic-bioclastic sediment mix that accumulated near and below storm wave-
base on a relatively shallow shelf to the northwest and in deeper settings to the south and 
southwest (Dawson and Almon, 2010).  
 
 
Figure 9. Stratigraphic Column of South Texas showing ages of the unconformity bounded Eagle 
Ford. Woodbine not present in study area. Modified from Adams and Carr (2010). 
Woodbin
e	
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Figure 10. Type Log for Study Area. Unit subdivisions from Donovan and Staerker (2010). 
Proposed correlation of unit subdivisions based on significant variations in log response.  
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Stratigraphy 
There have been several different subdivisions of the Eagle Ford Formation (Fig. 11) and 
these interpretations are discussed in detail within Donovan and Staerker (2010). Donovan and 
Staerker (2010) have made correlations from outcrop to subsurface, notably suggesting the 
traditional upper Eagle Ford (as shown in this study) can be subdivided with the upper portion 
classified as the Langtry Formation and the lower portion being the upper Eagle Ford. A 
maximum flooding surface separates the upper and lower Eagle Ford and was labeled K65mfs in 
Donovan and Staerker (2010). Five vertical successions of facies described in Donovan and 
Staerker (2010) are Facies A: cross-laminated limestones interbedded with thin calcareous 
mudstones; Facies B: organic-rich calcareous mudstones with scattered limestone interbeds; 
Facies C: thick-bedded limestones with calcareous mudstone interbeds; Facies D: echinoid-
bearing marls and nodular limestones; Facies E: thin-bedded limestones with calcareous 
mudstone interbeds. Donovan and Staerker (2010), without well log comparisons, suggest a 
correlation of the lower Eagle Ford in the subsurface to facies A and B in outcrop, facies C to the 
lower portion of the upper Eagle Ford, facies D to the lower Langtry, and facies E to the upper 
Langtry (Fig. 11).  
Proposed correlations of facies units A-E on the study area type log are based on 
significant variations in log responses. However, these correlations have not been confirmed by 
core data which were not available for this study. To accurately correlate the subsurface to facies 
described in outcrop by Donovan and Staerker (2010), core and well log analysis would need to 
be tied together. Donovan et. al. (in press) has correlated units A-E in outcrop to well logs in 
Lozier Canyon (29.891493N/101.806308W) and also able to correlate units A-E in subsurface 
well logs by using geochemical data in a Webb County, TX well. 
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Lock et al. (2010) has also interpreted facies with the Eagle Ford suggesting the 
formation be divided into three members: upper, middle, and lower. The lower member consists 
of unstable slope strata: debris flows, slump folds, and turbidites (Lock et. al., 2010). The middle 
member contains mostly limestone and marlstone, can be subdivided into three beds, and 
consists of black, organic rich strata with a strong petroleum odor when broken (Lock et. al., 
2010). The upper member consists of thick limestone beds near the base and abundant echinoids 
throughout (Lock et. al., 2010). 
  
Figure 11. Lithofacies interpretations of the Eagle Ford (Donovan and Staerker, 2010). 
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Hentz and Ruppel (2010) interpret the upper Eagle Ford unit to terminate in the 
subsurface over the San Marcos Arch from the Maverick Basin. On the San Marcos Arch, the 
lower Eagle Ford is mostly dark gray mudrock, and thins >95% from the Maverick Basin (Hentz 
and Ruppel, 2010). Northeast of the San Marcos Arch in the East Texas Basin, two facies 
develop that are not present in the Maverick Basin, the Woodbine Group and the Maness Shale. 
The Woodbine Group is a siliclastic succession that occurs below the Eagle Ford, and the 
Maness Shale is a mudrock interval that occurs above the Buda Formation and below the 
Woodbine Group (Hentz and Ruppel, 2010). In the East Texas Basin, the Eagle Ford has 
sandstone in the uppermost part, also the Buda, Maness, and Woodbine truncate over the Sabine 
uplift in East Texas (Hentz and Ruppel, 2010). 
Facies 
Harbor (2011) recognized nine facies by using XRD analysis on core samples and 
cuttings within the Eagle Ford. Harbor (2011) subsurface facies could be considered further 
subdivisions of the outcrop facies analysis from Donovan and Staerker (2010) even though 
Harbor (2011) does not tie his facies interpretation to well logs or outcrop. Facies 1 (Massive 
Argillaceous Mudrock) has an average TOC of 5.1% from eight samples, and occurs as a 
relatively thick succession in the basal lower Eagle Ford (Harbor, 2011). Facies 2 (Laminated 
Calcareous Foraminiferal Mudrock) has an average of 54% carbonate, an average of 5% TOC 
from 68 samples, and the most abundant facies within the Eagle Ford (Harbor, 2011). Facies 3 
(Laminated Fossiliferous Wackestone/Packstone) has an average of 55% carbonate, an average 
of 7.2% TOC from two samples, and is located stratigraphically above Facies 1 (Harbor, 2011). 
Facies 4 (Laminated Foraminiferal and Peloidal Packstone) is located in both the upper and 
lower Eagle Ford and has an average TOC of 4.6% from six samples (Harbor, 2011).  Facies 5 
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(Massive to Bioturbated Kaolinitic Claystone) is diagenetically altered volcanic ash with an 
average of 91% clay minerals and mostly found in both the upper and lower Eagle Ford 
interstratified with laminated calcareous foraminiferal mudrocks (Harbor, 2011). Facies 6 
(Laminated Wackestone) has an average of 66% carbonate, and an average of 1.6% TOC from 
six samples (Harbor, 2011). Facies 7 (Disrupted Bedded Foraminiferal Packstone) has an 
average of 59% carbonate, an average of 8.1% TOC from two samples, and has abundant 
slump/folding structures (Harbor, 2011). Facies 8 (Massive Inoceramid Packstone) has an 
average of 70% carbonate, a single sample TOC measurement of 1.3%, and contains streaks of 
organic matter near skeletal grains. Facies 9 (Bioturbated Wackestone) has an average of 90% 
carbonate, an average of 0.88% TOC from two samples, and is abundant in the Maverick Basin 
within the upper Eagle Ford near the Austin Chalk boundary.  
16 
Literature Review 
Thermal Maturity 
The amount of heat (maximum temperature or Tmax) that an organic rock has 
experienced is defined as its thermal maturity. Hydrocarbons begin to generate oil between    
~60°C to ~80°C and become overmature between ~150°C to ~200°C (Fig. 12). The oil window 
is from ~60°C to ~100°C and the gas window is from ~100°C to ~200°C (Machel et. al., 1995). 
  
Figure 12. Oil/gas windows in relation to temperature (Machel et. al, 1995) 
 
The most common method of evaluating and quantifying thermal maturity is vitrinite 
reflectance (%Ro). Vitrinite is found in post-Silurian terrestrial basins and is a common residual 
maceral in coal, which is similar to thinking of a mineral in a rock (UCL, 2002). The vitrinite 
increases in reflectivity as maturity increases and is recorded as the percentage of light reflected 
from a sample. Around 30 measurements are taken per oil immersed sample under 50x 
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magnification in non-polarized light (UCL, 2002). Petroleum generation windows of immature, 
oil, condensate/wet gas, and dry gas correlate to approximate %Ro ranges of <0.55, 0.55-1.0, 
1.0-1.3, and >1.3, respectively. There is a direct correlation of %Ro to another thermal maturity 
indicator known as Level of Organic Metamorphism (LOM) (Fig. 13). 
 
Figure 13. Relation of %Ro to LOM (Hood, 1975) 
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LOM is defined by Hood (1975) and is based on coal rank. Hood (1975) wanted a scale 
that would cover the entire range from generation to destruction of petroleum. LOM is unitless. 
LOM can be calculated if a maximum temperature and effective heating time are known       
(Fig. 14). A depositional (back-stripping) model is able to estimate the depth of burial of the 
formation of interest from original deposition to present. Burial history can be converted into a 
time/temperature model using basal heat flow, thermal conductivity, and assuming a surface 
temperature. The time/temperature model calculates Tmax and effective heating time. Effective 
heating time is defined as the time that the formation has been within 15° C of Tmax. Petroleum 
generation windows of immature, oil, condensate/wet gas, and dry gas correlate to approximate 
LOM ranges of <7.8, 7.8-10.8, 10.8-11.8, and >11.8, respectively (Fig. 13). 
 
Figure 14. Relation of LOM to Tmax and effective heating time (Hood, 1975) 
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Total Organic Carbon (TOC) 
 Total Organic Carbon describes the organic richness of sedimentary rocks (Table 1). 
TOC is one of the first steps in evaluating a formation for hydrocarbon potential and is discussed 
in detail in Jarvie (1991). TOC measurements are presented in weight percent carbon. For 
example, a TOC value of 1 wt. % is equal to 1 g of organic carbon per 100 g of sample. TOC 
values have three constituents: extractable organic matter (EOM carbon), convertible carbon and 
residual carbon fraction (Jarvie, 1991). EOM carbon is in the oil and gas already formed but not 
expelled and is typically less than 1% of the TOC value in shales or carbonates (Jarvie, 1991). 
Convertible carbon is the percentage of TOC that has the potential to generate oil and gas. 
Residual carbon does not have any potential of petroleum generation due to its condensed 
chemical structure which has a small amount of hydrogen per unit of organic carbon (Jarvie, 
1991). Two main analytical methods of measuring TOC are Leco and Rock-Eval. Well logging 
techniques have also been used to predict potential organic rich, high TOC, intervals (Schmoker, 
1981; Meyer and Nederlof, 1984; Passey et.al., 1990).  
Table 1. Classic interpretations of TOC content in sediments (based on early oil window 
maturity), after Jarvie (1991). 
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Data and Methods 
Wireline logs from 84 wells with spontaneous potential (SP) and resistivity (RES) curves 
were used in this study (Fig. 15). Some wells also had gamma ray (GR), sonic (DT), and 
neutron-density (ND) curves. A list of wells and associated logs are in Appendix B. The wireline 
logs for the study area were obtained from: DrillingInfo, TGS-NOPEC Geophysical Company, 
Bureau Economic Geology, and the Texas Railroad Commission. Wells are concentrated in 
Kinney, Uvalde, Medina, Frio, Zavala, and Maverick Counties with a few outliers which were 
used for correlation.    
 
Figure 15. Map of South Texas with county boundaries showing locations of 84 wells used in 
this study. See insert for location.  Red dots are wells from Harbor (2011) used in this study. 
 
 
Mapping using GeoGraphix® 
Data for the 84 wells were imported into LMKR/Haliburton’s GeoGraphix® software, 
and plotted using latitude and longitude positions of each well. A shape file for Texas and 
counties was downloaded from the United States Census Bureau TIGER/Line® website 
1” ~ 25 
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(http://www.census.gov/cgi-bin/geo/shapefiles2010/main) and imported into GeoGraphix®. Also 
in GeoGraphix®, tiff image files for the wireline logs were depth registered. Formations were 
correlated based on lithologies within the Maverick Basin and their respective wireline curve 
responses. The Del Rio Formation has high gamma ray values of ~90 API units and resistivity 
values of ~8 ohm-m. The Buda Formation is characterized by a blocky signature with low 
gamma ray values of ~15 API units and resistivity values of ~15 ohm-m. The lower Eagle Ford 
has gamma ray values of 90 to 135 API units and the upper Eagle Ford has gamma ray values of 
45 to 60 API units (Hentz and Ruppel, 2010). The lower Eagle Ford also has resistivity values of 
~60 ohm-m and the upper Eagle Ford has resistivity values of ~10 ohm-m. The transition 
between Upper Eagle Ford and the Austin Chalk Formation shows short zones of fluctuating 
readings for gamma ray and resistivity. The Austin Chalk has gamma ray values of ~30 API 
units and resistivity values of ~10 ohm-m. Figure 10 shows the type log. Younger units are 
described in Appendix C. 
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Mapping using Petro-Mod® 
Using Schlumberger’s IES GmbH Petro-Mod® 2011 software, 1-D models were created 
for temperature history to calculate %Ro for each well in the study. Input information required 
by Petro-Mod® included thickness, deposition ages, lithology, and petroleum system rock type 
for every distinguishable formation (Table 2).  
Table 2. Example spreadsheet of input values for model 
 
Main Input  
Lithology and geologic time period are defined using the descriptions available on the 
United States Geological Survey (USGS) website (http://tin.er.usgs.gov/geology/state/). 
International Union of Geological Sciences (IUGS) geologic time scale was used to get the 
approximate ages in million years ago (Ma) for each formation. The petroleum system rock type 
choices used were source, reservoir, seal, and underburden. The petroleum system rock type was 
chosen based on lithology, well log characteristics, and known productive potential. Total 
Organic Carbon (TOC) and Hydrogen Index (HI) were recorded for nine wells (Harbor, 2011). 
The kinetic model chosen for oil and gas generation was the Pepper and Corvi (1995) model for 
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type I kerogen, however geohistory plots in Petro-Mod® use the Easy %Ro method. Type I 
kerogen was chosen based on the hydrogen and oxygen index values for the upper and lower 
Eagle Ford zones in nine wells (red dots in Figure 15) from Harbor (2011) (Appendix A). The 
values are plotted in Figure 16A and compared to the type plot in Figure 16B. 
      
Figure 16. A: Plot using wells in Appendix A (excluding Triple Bar Ranch [Type III, Hawkville 
trough]) (Harbor, 2011) B: Kerogen type plot based on hydrogen and oxygen indexes 
(http://www.dcnr.state.pa.us/topogeo/oilandgas/sourcerock_quality.aspx) 
 
Boundary Conditions 
The model requires heat flow, water depth, and surface temperature to calculate the 
thermal history. The Eagle Ford was deposited on a relatively shallow shelf (Dawson and 
Almon, 2010). Pinet (1996) describes a continental shelf to be less than 150 m (~492 ft.). Paleo-
water depth (PWD) was estimated in this study to be 450 ft. for the Eagle Ford zone in the study 
area. Water depths in the Hawkville trough to the south may have been greater.  
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The SWIT or bottom water temperature is the upper boundary for the heat flow problem 
(Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009). Petro-Mod® uses a Sediment Water Interface Temperature 
(SWIT) model based on Wygrala (1989) to get an average air surface temperature history which 
is affected by latitudes that change throughout geological time, and is necessary to obtain paleo-
surface temperatures (Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009). Figure 17 shows the global mean surface 
temperature at 29 degrees latitude and the option at the bottom left to calculate SWIT using the 
surface temperature and PWD. SWIT was calculated to be ~24° C during the Eagle Ford 
deposition time, which is slightly lower than surface temperature (~28° C) because of shallow 
water depth. During the Cretaceous, the study area was closer to the equator and global 
temperatures were hotter than present time.  
 
Figure 17. Surface temperature map used to calculate SWIT in Petro-Mod® 
Basal heat flow through time is derived from the McKenzie Model (McKenzie, 1978). 
The model is based on two periods: an initial stretching period with constant thinning of the 
lithosphere and a cooling period with rebuilding of the original thermal thickness of the 
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lithosphere (Hantschel and Kauerauf, 2009). With a lack of structural history on the Maverick 
Basin, basal heat flow settings are based on Gulf of Mexico rifting and subsidence. Rifting in the 
Gulf of Mexico occurred in late Triassic to Middle Jurassic, and subsidence occurred in the late 
Jurassic to Early Cretaceous (Buffler and Sawyer, 1985). Rifting ages from 225 to 160 Ma and 
subsidence ages from 160 to 135 Ma were used in the McKenzie model (Fig. 18). A beta factor 
(crustal stretching) of 2.1 was applied in all models (Pindell, 1985). Basal heat flow was 
estimated from the models to be 63 mW/m2 from 135 Ma to present, which correlates to SMU 
(2011) heat flow maps for present day. The heat flow is constant for over 40 Ma before Eagle 
Ford deposition thus model assumptions regarding rifting do not significantly affect results for 
the Eagle Ford.  
 
Figure 18. McKenzie crustal stretching model defining rifting and subsidence 
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Output and Calibration 
Maturity in %Ro from Petro-Mod® was recorded for both the upper and lower Eagle Ford 
zones (Fig. 19). The modeling results were correlated to Harbor (2011) %Ro results. Harbor 
(2011) used Tmax values from core samples and cuttings calculated from Rock-Eval S2 values. 
The Hassett, Hendershot, Calvert, Schauer, Gise, and Bendele wells had core while the Chittim, 
Triple Bar Ranch, and Halff wells had cuttings (Harbor, 2011). Harbor (2011) estimated %Ro 
from Tmax values using %Ro=0.0180*Tmax–7.16 (Jarvie, 2001). This relationship had an R2 
value of 0.79 using the data available to Jarvie (2001). Models were executed at a finer scale in 
regards to maximum cell thickness and time step duration and the difference in %Ro results was 
+/- 0.01. %Ro values will be reviewed in the Results and Discussion Section.  
 
Figure 19. Maturity plot showing computed %Ro vs. depth for the Schauer well 
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Delta Log R and TOC 
 A log overlay analysis to determine mature source zones was used in this study (Fig. 20) 
(Passey et.al., 1990). Porosity logs respond to organic matter type and in a probable source rock 
there is a high transit time or low bulk density coupled with a high resistivity caused by the 
presence of non-conducting hydrocarbons (Passey et.al., 1990). If a porosity curve and a 
resistivity curve are in the same log tract the curves will overlay in a non-source rock (baseline), 
a separation caused by resistivity will occur in a reservoir, a separation caused by the sonic curve 
will occur in an immature source, and a separation of both curves will occur in a mature source. 
A gamma-ray log is used to differentiate between lithologies. The separation in a mature source 
can be quantified to give a value known as Delta Log R (Fig. 20).  
 
Figure 20. Resistivity and Sonic response in types of sources and a reservoir  
(After Passey et.al. 1990) 
 
Baseline 
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Quantifying Delta Log R is necessary to solve for TOC in this technique and is 
represented by:  Delta Log R = log10 (R/Rbaseline) + 0.02*(Δt- Δtbaseline)  (1) 
Resistivity baseline and DT baseline values were averaged for wells with the Del Rio shale 
formation present. The average was 5 ohm*m (RES) and 86 µs/ft (DT). Resistivity values used 
in the Delta Log R formula were the average of the highest and lowest resistivity value within 
the upper and lower Eagle Ford interval. 
%Ro values from modeling were transformed into LOM by re-arranging LeCompte and 
Hursan’s (2010) formula (Fig. 21A & 21B). 
 
 
Figure 21A: LeCompte and Hursan (2010) formula to solve for %Ro using LOM.                      
B: Re-Arranged formula to solve for LOM using %Ro  
The Delta Log R value was used along with LOM in a formula to estimate TOC: 
TOC = (Δ log R) * 10 (2.297-0.1688 *LOM)       (2) 
y = ‐0.0039x3 + 0.1494x2 ‐ 1.5688x + 5.5173
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Most wells in the study area do not have sonic (DT) curves on the wireline logs, so a 
cross-plot method was implemented to empirically solve for DT if resistivity is known. The E-
Cor, Inc. Lee Ranch #11 (API#:425073170500) was chosen for the cross-plot because of its 
central location within the study area, and also its typical Maverick Basin Eagle Ford log 
signature (Fig. 22). This raster log had to be digitized to be used in the cross-plot function of 
Prizm in GeoGraphix®. First, a digitizing software called Engauge® was downloaded 
(http://digitizer.sourceforge.net/) and the tiff image of the log was used to get an Excel® style 
format of values for RES and DT. These values were manipulated in MatLab® to give a reading 
every 0.2 feet. That data was uploaded to Prizm and the output was the log in Figure 22. 
 
  
Figure 22. Lee Ranch #11 Eagle Ford typical log signature for Maverick Basin (left).       
Digitized log on the right used in cross-plot analysis; Green curve is SP, red curve is resistivity, 
light blue curve is porosity from DT conversion, dark blue curve is DT. 
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A cross-plot of the Eagle Ford resulted in a linear line fit equation of: 
 
Upper Eagle Ford (Fig. 23): DT=92.101860-1.488029*(RES)    (3) 
 
Lower Eagle Ford (Fig. 24): DT=74.632980+0.091947*(RES)    (4) 
The lower Eagle Ford has higher resistivity values compared to the upper Eagle Ford because of 
higher TOC.  The linear trendline of the upper Eagle Ford (Fig. 23) has an opposite slope than 
the trendline of the lower Eagle Ford. The upper portion of the upper Eagle Ford has higher 
resistivity and lower DT values than the lower portion of the upper Eagle Ford. The upper 
portion of the upper Eagle Ford has more limestone, which is a higher velocity material (lower 
DT). Donovan and Staerker (2010) classify this zone as the Langtry formation. If this upper 
portion was excluded from the upper Eagle Ford crossplot then the trendline would be similar to 
the lower Eagle Ford trendline. A quality check was to smooth the log data to one foot intervals 
and remove outliers; the result was similar (within 5 µs/ft) to the data that was sampled every 0.2 
feet. The correlation between crossplot DT values and log DT values will be discussed further in 
the Results and Discussion section. Using the two equations, DT can be calculated for both the 
upper and lower Eagle Ford intervals in every well. TOC can now be solved for all wells in the 
study area using the Delta Log R method. 
Contour maps were created in GeoGraphix® using the calculated values for %Ro, TOC, 
and LOM for every well for both the upper and lower Eagle Ford units. Structure and isochore 
maps were also created for the upper and lower Eagle Ford units. 
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Figure 23. Upper Eagle Ford Resistivity/DT cross-plot. Linear trendline in blue. Depths are color 
coded as shown in the legend. 
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Figure 24. Lower Eagle Ford Resistivity/DT cross-plot. Linear trendline in blue. Depths are color 
coded as shown in the legend.
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Results and Discussion 
A strong correlation outside of the Maverick Basin was established with model %Ro 
results and Harbor (2011) %Ro data (Table 3). However, initial results within the basin and 
especially in Maverick County were lower than the data from Harbor because erosion on the 
Chittim Anticline was not taken into account. Formation of the Chittim Anticline took place 
from late Upper Cretaceous until late Eocene time (~70 Ma to ~39 Ma) (Fowler, 1956). The 
Eocene Sparta Formation, deposited ~39 Ma, is the youngest interval seen in the wells in the 
study area. In the base case model, deposition was assumed to be constant throughout the area 
and the thicknesses of formations present in the A.M. Foerster well were assumed to be the 
original formation thicknesses since all formations are present where structural events have not 
caused erosion (Table 4). Erosion estimates varied from well to well based on the youngest 
formation in each well as compared to the thicknesses of the formations in the A.M. Foerster 
well. For example, based on the Wilcox thickness in the A.M. Foerster well in Table 4 the Halff 
well in Figure 25 experienced 2400’ of sedimentation followed by erosion which increases 
estimated %Ro of the Eagle Ford from 0.63 without erosion to 0.71 with erosion. Erosion is 
presumed to start after deposition until present, since the surface Eocene rocks conform to the 
plunging anticlinal outcrop pattern of the Chittim Anticline. Other deposition and erosion 
possibilities will be discussed in the sensitivity analysis.  
Table 3. Correlation of model %Ro to Harbor (2011) %Ro for wells outside of Maverick Basin 
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Table 4. Depths and thicknesses of full section in the A.M. Foerster well 
 
 
Figure 25. Burial History plot of Halff well. Eagle Ford is unconformably on top of the Buda. 
Constant erosion from 39 Ma to present. 
 
An independent way of estimating the amount of erosion that took place in the study area 
is the relationship of porosity to depth. Sclater and Cristie (1980) describe how porosity changes 
with depth for different lithologies. Porosity values from neutron/density porosity logs and from 
Petro-Mod calculated porosity were sampled every 100 feet for the length of three wells. 
Exponential trendlines were used with the log porosity values and the Petro-Mod porosity values 
since there was scatter in the data. These porosity values were plotted against the compaction 
curves of Sclater and Cristie (1980) for shale, shaley sand, sand, and chalk. The log porosity and 
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Petro-Mod porosity show a much smaller value as compared to the compaction curves for the 
same depth. However, when the amount of estimated erosion was added to the current depth, the 
log porosity and Petro-Mod porosity plot very close to the compaction curve of chalk. The close 
relationship to the chalk compaction curve is understandable since most of the Cretaceous 
section in the Maverick Basin is calcareous. The correlation between the data and compaction 
curves gives confidence in the erosion estimates. Ewing (2003) estimated 1 to 2 km of erosion on 
the Chittim Anticline, which is seen in wells in this study near the anticline. Figure 26 shows 
porosity plotted in the entire depth of the L.O.Travis well in the southwest corner of Zavala 
County. Figure 27 shows porosity plotted for the Eagle Ford and Buda Formations in the Burr C 
well in the northwest corner of Maverick County. Another technique to estimate the amount of 
erosion is the relationship to the moisture content of coal. The moisture content of coal decreases 
with burial depth and moisture content has a direct relationship to the type of coal and also %Ro 
(Hacquebard, 1977) (Fig. 28). Scott and Gose (2002) note two types of coals in the Maverick 
Basin: bituminous high-volatile C in the Olmos formation and lignite within the Wilcox 
formation. Figure 13 and Figure 28 show the range of %Ro for bituminous high-volatile C to be 
~0.52 to ~0.65. Figure 28 shows the range of %Ro for lignite to be ~0.35 to ~0.41. Table 5 
shows %Ro values with and without erosion as compared to ranges from Figures 13 and 28. 
%Ro versus depth for the Halff and L.O. Travis wells with estimated erosion and without 
estimated erosion are in Figure 29. For the Halff well, the %Ro values with estimated erosion are 
in the range for coal in relationship to depth of burial giving confidence in the erosion estimates. 
For the L.O. Travis well, the %Ro values with estimated erosion for the Olmos formations are 
less than the range, but the %Ro values for the Wilcox formation are in the range for coal in 
relationship to depth of burial giving confidence in the erosion estimates.   
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Figure 26. Porosity versus depth for the entire L.O. Travis well. Compaction curve from Sclater and Cristie (1980). Note the      
exponential lines for log values with erosion added and Petro-Mod values with erosion added have a strong correlation to the          
chalk compaction curve. Eagle Ford zone correlates to depths of ~1525 m to ~1615 m in actual depth and                                       
~2500 m to ~2590 m with erosion. 
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Figure 27. Porosity versus depth for the Eagle Ford and Buda formations of the Burr C well. Note the exponential lines for log values 
with erosion added and Petro-Mod values with erosion added have a strong correlation to the chalk compaction curve. 
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Figure 28. Relationship of moisture content of coal, depth of burial, and vitrinite reflectance 
(Hacquebard, 1977). 
 
 
Table 5. Petro-Mod %Ro values with and without erosion as compared to observed ranges from  
Figures 13 and 28. 
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Figure 29. %Ro versus depth for Halff and L.O. Travis wells with estimated erosion and without 
estimated erosion 
There are some suggestions that the uplift and subsequent erosion occurred later that 39 
Ma, possibly during the Miocene (Art Donovan, personal communication, June 7, 2012). 
Seismic lines from Bebout and Loucks (1974) clearly show truncation of younger sediments by 
uplift and erosion. Table 6 shows %Ro values for three wells based on different timing and 
amount of erosion. Varying the amount of time to erode the missing sediment in the wells did not 
have a significant effect on the %Ro results (+/- 0.03). Varying the amount of erosion +/- 10% 
Halff with Erosion Halff without Erosion 
L.O. Travis without Erosion L.O. Travis with Erosion 
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changed the %Ro results by +/- 0.018. The base case model has erosion occurring after 
deposition at 39 Ma and staying constant through 0 Ma. Models performed with deposition 
occurring until 39 Ma, but erosion with the last 10 Ma have slightly higher %Ro than the base 
case. Models performed with deposition occurring until 10 Ma and the amount of erosion staying 
the same, but the timing of erosion occurring within the last 10 Ma have a slight decrease in 
%Ro compared to the base case. Models with assuming the same sedimentation rate until 10 Ma 
and erosion occurring after showed an increase of almost twice as much as the base case %Ro. 
This increase in erosion does not match with the compaction curve, causes the coal %Ro values 
to be too high for their acceptable range, and does not match with Harbor (2011) data. This 
implies either a slower overall sedimentation rate or sediment accumulation from 39 Ma to 10 
Ma was limited. The amount of deposition/erosion is well constrained by the modeling even 
though the timing of erosion is less certain. 
Table 6: Model %Ro values for three wells with varied timing and amount of erosion.  
 
In Petro-Mod®, after the input of rifting and subsidence into the McKenzie Model, the 
present day heat flow for all wells was calculated to be 63 mW/m2. This value is between the 
range for the study area: 60 mW/m2 to 70 mW/m2 (Fig. 30) (SMU, 2011). When evaluating the 
Triple Bar Ranch well, the %Ro values were lower than expected and erosion was not a factor in 
this well. When analyzing the SMU map and the geology around the Triple Bar Ranch well, 
there appeared to be a higher present day heat flow south of the Stuart City Reef Margin. 
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Therefore a present day heat flow of 70 mW/m2 was used for the Triple Bar Ranch well and the 
%Ro results correlate with Harbor (2011) results. 
 
Figure 30. Geothermal heat flow map of the United States. Study area outlined in red. Note 
higher heat flow values in the south half of the study area (SMU, 2011)  
 
A spreadsheet was made to organize and calculate all information needed to evaluate the 
study area (Appendix C). For both the upper and lower Eagle Ford units in all wells, the 
spreadsheet calculated DT values using the crossplot equation and resistivity values from the log, 
DLogR using the resistivity and DT values for the Eagle Ford and Del Rio, LOM using the 
model %Ro, and TOC using DLogR and LOM. The equations are described in the Data and 
Methods Section. The resistivity values from the log were average values, so TOC calculations 
were based on average values. %Ro values were taken from the middle of each of the Eagle Ford 
units. Figure 31 shows %Ro estimated from Petromod results in this study versus %Ro from 
Harbor (2011). Model results and Harbor (2011) results are within +/- 0.08 %Ro (Fig. 31).  
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Figure 31. Model and Harbor (2011) %Ro values for nine wells for both the upper and lower 
Eagle Ford units. 
Using input parameters from the calibration models, thermal history and maturity 
estimates were made in the Maverick Basin wells. The default values for Easy %Ro in Petro-
Mod® were used to get model %Ro. Figure 32 and Figure 33 shows %Ro maps for the Eagle 
Ford in the Maverick Basin. Figure 32 and Figure 33 are consistent with %Ro maps constructed 
using proprietary data (eg. EIA map of Eagle Ford Shale Play, 2010) (Fig. 34).  
Five representative wells (Figs. 32 and 33) have been chosen to show how %Ro changes 
with depth in a north/south cross section within the study area (Fig. 35). Going from A to A’, the 
Eagle Ford is in wet gas, late oil, main oil, early oil, and then immature. Figures 36 and 37 show 
estimated LOM using the formula described in Figure 21. LOM maps can be used to 
approximate values in areas without well control and solve for TOC using the DLogR technique.
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Figure 32. Upper Eagle Ford %Ro map. Contour interval is 0.05 %Ro. Open circles are well locations. Calculated model values 
posted by the well location in red. Maverick Basin outline is dashed black line. Legend bar shows interpreted petroleum generation 
windows (Condensate/Wet Gas color bar is a different shade of orange than the color on map). Upper Eagle Ford is not present in 
Medina County. Minimum curvature gridding algorithm with a smallest feature radius of 50,000 feet and a radius of influence of 
750,000 feet was used. A to A’ shows the location of the five representative wells (yellow dots)  
1” ~ 25 
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Figure 33. Lower Eagle Ford %Ro map. Contour interval is 0.05 %Ro. Open circles are well locations. Calculated model values 
posted by the well location in red. Maverick Basin outline is dashed black line. Legend bar shows interpreted petroleum generation 
windows (Condensate/Wet Gas color bar is a different shade of orange than the color on map). Minimum curvature gridding algorithm 
with a smallest feature radius of 50,000 feet and a radius of influence of 750,000 feet was used. A to A’ shows the location of the five 
representative wells (yellow dots).  
1” ~ 25 
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Figure 34. Petroleum window comparison to Figure 32 and Figure 33 of this study. Eagle Ford producing oil and gas wells in green 
and red, respectively. Petroleum windows in green, orange, and red. Subsea structural contours on the top of the Eagle Ford. Eagle 
Ford/Austin Chalk outcrops in black. (EIA, 2010).
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Figure 35. %Ro versus depth for 5 wells: (A to A’) Triple Bar Ranch, A.M. Foerster, Spettel Benbele, James Johnston, and Hitzfelder. 
Top of Eagle Ford is yellow line. Plots oriented relative to depth. Horizontal not to scale. 
Up-
Down-dip 
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Figure 36. Upper Eagle Ford LOM map. Contour interval is 0.5 LOM units. Open circles are well locations. Calculated LOM values 
posted by the well location in red. Legend bar shows interpreted petroleum generation windows (Condensate/Wet Gas color bar is a 
different shade of orange than the color on map). Upper Eagle Ford is not present in Medina County. Minimum curvature gridding 
algorithm with a smallest feature radius of 50,000 feet and a radius of influence of 750,000 feet was used. 
1” ~ 25 
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Figure 37. Lower Eagle Ford LOM map. Contour interval is 0.5 LOM units. Open circles are well locations. Calculated LOM values 
posted by the well location in red. Legend bar shows interpreted petroleum generation windows (Condensate/Wet Gas color bar is a 
different shade of orange than the color on map). Minimum curvature gridding algorithm with a smallest feature radius of 50,000 feet 
and a radius of influence of 750,000 feet was used.
1” ~ 25 
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  LOM maps can be combined with DLogR values to estimate TOC. As most wells in this 
study area did not have sonic logs, DLogR was estimated empirically using a crossplot of DT 
values with resistivity values as explained in the Data and Methods section. For the range of 
resistivity (3 to 16 ohm-m) seen in the upper Eagle Ford in the Lee Ranch well (Fig. 23), the 
calculated DT from the crossplot equation is between 87 and 68 µs/ft. For the range of resistivity 
(70 to 120 ohm-m) seen in the lower Eagle Ford in the Lee Ranch well (Fig. 24), the calculated 
DT from the crossplot equation is between 85 and 81 µs/ft. Change in resistivity does not have a 
significant effect on the DT value.  Using the high and low values of DT only change the 
calculated TOC from the Passey et. al. (1990) method +/- 1 wt%.  Assuming an average value 
(82 µs/ft) for the lower Eagle Ford DT instead of using the crossplot equation changed the TOC 
results by +/- 2 wt. %. In a quality check, DT and resistivity were crossplotted at depths where 
the gamma ray values were either above or below 75 API units. The linear trendline results were 
similar, so small variations in lithology in the lower Eagle Ford do not have a significant effect 
on the DT results.  
Sondhi (2011) showed that in the Eagle Ford, sediment with higher clay content has a 
higher porosity and lower velocity (increase DT) and sediment with higher carbonate content has 
a lower porosity and increased velocity (decrease DT). Also, velocity decreases (higher DT) 
when TOC increases. Therefore, the upper Eagle Ford should have a lower DT than the lower 
Eagle Ford due to lithology, porosity, and TOC. However, the crossplot and the sonic logs show 
a higher DT in the upper Eagle and a lower DT in the lower Eagle Ford. This opposite response 
could be explained by fractures in the upper Eagle Ford that create secondary porosity and 
increase DT. The upper Eagle Ford lithology is more brittle compared to the lower Eagle Ford. 
Estimates of DT from the resistivity crossplot method compared to actual DT values measured 
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by the sonic log for three wells in the study area and crossplot estimates are within +/- 10 µs/ft 
from log values. The SP log was investigated to determine its potential in estimating DT using 
the crossplot method because it is a common and widely available log. The results were not as 
accurate as crossplotting DT versus resistivity, but show a relationship between the two well 
logs. Figure 38 shows how the crossplotting methods compare to actual DT log values. The 
crossplotting formula for both the upper and lower Eagle Ford units is 
DT=82.363525+0.269638*(SP)                                                                                           (5)  
Figure 39 and Figure 40 show TOC maps for both the upper and lower Eagle Ford units. 
Estimated TOC values are much lower for the upper Eagle Ford unit and higher for the lower 
Eagle Ford unit (Figs. 39 and 40) which is consistent with Harbor (2011) and Lock et.al. (2010). 
High TOC zone of the lower Eagle Ford in Zavala County (Fig. 40) is caused by high resistivity 
values (100+ ohm-m). Literature was investigated for paleostructure, water chemistry, or any 
other possibility to explain this high TOC zone, but definitive information was not found. 
A 0.1 %Ro error could change DLogR calculated TOC by up to 40%. A 0.05 %Ro error 
could change DLogR calculated TOC by up to 18%. The DLogR calculated TOC is also 
dependent on resistivity values for the amount of separation in the DLogR term. Higher 
resistivity values give a greater error in DLogR calculated TOC than lower resistivity values.  
The models were within +/-0.08 %Ro from actual data, LOM would be expected to only 
vary approximately +/-0.7. A quality check was performed to see how variable the DLogR term 
is to changes in maturity. Using a change in LOM by +/-2 and a constant TOC of 2 wt. %, if 
LOM changes by +2: DLogR doubles and if LOM changes by -2: DLogR reduces by half.   
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Figure 38 A: Bar chart of DT values of the upper Eagle Ford for three wells in study area.  
B: Bar chart of DT values of the lower Eagle Ford for three wells in study area. Crossplot values 
were estimated from crossplot with resistivity and sonic log as well as SP and sonic logs. Log 
values are from the sonic well log. 
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Figure 39. Upper Eagle Ford TOC map. Contour interval of 0.5 wt. % TOC. Open circles are well locations. Calculated values posted 
by the well location in red. Legend bar shows values indicated by color filled contours. Upper Eagle Ford is not present in Medina 
County. Minimum curvature gridding algorithm with a smallest feature radius of 50,000 feet and a radius of influence of 750,000 feet 
was used. 
1” ~ 25 
wt. % 
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Figure 40. Lower Eagle Ford TOC map. Contour interval of 1 wt. % TOC. Open circles are well locations. Calculated values posted 
by the well location in red. Legend bar shows values indicated by color filled contours. Minimum curvature gridding algorithm with a 
smallest feature radius of 50,000 feet and a radius of influence of 750,000 feet was used.
1” ~ 25 
wt. % 
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Figures 41 and 42 show a comparison between TOC from Harbor (2011) and estimated 
TOC for three wells and six wells, respectively. The estimated TOC in this study, referred to 
herein as the DLogR TOC technique, is from using the Passey et. al. (1990) TOC equation 
described in the Data and Methods section. The high/low values for the estimated DLogR TOC 
technique are from using maximum and minimum resistivity values from the well logs. The 
high/low values for Harbor (2011) are either from core or cuttings taken over the interval. In 
some cases, TOC is highly variable within a small stratigraphic interval. Figure 41 shows the 
DLogR TOC technique predictions are within the range of measured values from Harbor (2011) 
for the Benbele and Triple Bar Ranch wells. The DLogR TOC technique for the Hassett well 
under predicts TOC by more than 2 wt.%. Figure 42 shows the DLogR TOC technique 
accurately predicts within the range of measured values from Harbor (2011) for the Hendershot, 
Schauers, Gise, and Chittim wells. The DLogR TOC technique for the Halff and Calvert wells 
under estimates TOC by less than 1 wt.%. In Harbor (2011), Triple Bar Ranch and Gise wells 
have two TOC measurements that are very close to each other (within the thickness of the 
symbols), so the error bars are not shown in Figures 41 and 42, respectively.  
Figure 43 is a structure map on the top of the Eagle Ford. The Eagle Ford has a regional 
dip to the southeast. The Chittim Anticline can be seen within the structural map by a plunging 
anticlinal pattern in the contours in Maverick County. Structural contours in Figure 43 compare 
well with Petrohawk’s results on the EIA map in Figure 34. Martin et. al (2011) analyzed 
production from the Eagle-Ford and developed an isochore map along with production figures. 
Their isochore map of the Eagle Ford (Fig. 44) correlates to the isochore map created in this 
study (Fig. 45) showing that the formation identifications are consistent between the two studies. 
In both Figure 44 and 45, a thick section is seen within Maverick County and extends east into 
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Zavala within the basin. Another high is present in southern La Salle and McMullen Counties. A 
thin section is seen in the east side of Dimmit and in the Northwest of La Salle Counties as well 
as Frio County. Differences between Figure 44 and 45 are most likely due to well control. 
 
Figure 41. TOC for upper Eagle Ford estimated from log response (DLogR) compared to 
measured TOC from Harbor (2011). 
 
 
Figure 42. TOC for lower Eagle Ford estimated from log response (DLogR) compared to 
measured TOC from Harbor (2011). 
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Figure 43. Subsea depth structural contour map on the top of the Eagle Ford Formation. Contour interval is 750 feet. Legend bar 
shows values indicated by color filled contours. Open circles are well locations. Calculated values posted by the well location in red. 
Chittim Anticline in black within Maverick County. Minimum curvature gridding algorithm with a smallest feature radius of 50,000 
feet and a radius of influence of 750,000 feet was used.
1” ~ 25 
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Figure 44. Eagle Ford isochore map. Modified from Martin et.al. (2011).  
 
Feet 
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Figure 45. Top of Eagle Ford to top of Buda isochore map. Contour interval is 50 feet. Legend bar shows the values indicated by color 
filled contours. Open circles are well locations. Calculated values posted by the well location in red. Minimum curvature gridding 
algorithm with a smallest feature radius of 50,000 feet and a radius of influence of 750,000 feet.
1” ~ 25 
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Conclusions 
 The potential limit of the oil window of the Eagle Ford Formation in South Texas defined 
in this study is present as far north as the uppermost parts of Maverick, Zavala, and Frio counties 
based on %Ro. This limit correlates to a subsea structure depth of ~650’ in Maverick county, 
~2900’ in Zavala county and ~3650’ in Frio county. The change in depth in relation to maturity 
reflects the amount of subsidence within the Maverick basin and subsequent uplift and erosion 
along the Chittim Anticline.  
%Ro estimated from geohistory and thermal modeling used in this study are consistent 
with core/cuttings (Harbor, 2011) and correlate well with published %Ro maps. This technique 
could be applied in other shale plays to fully understand the geologic history, thermal regime, 
and how all the aspects of the petroleum system tie to current data. 
TOC varies laterally and stratigraphically throughout the study area. However, TOC is 
higher in the lower Eagle Ford compared to the upper Eagle Ford. A high TOC area is noted in 
the lower Eagle Ford on the contour map. The log overlay analysis technique for calculating 
TOC (Passey et. al., 1990) shows reasonable results when compared to actual measurements, and 
can give a quick look to define the petroleum potential of a prospect.  
The structure map shows the location of the Chittim Anticline and the regional southeast 
dip of the Eagle Ford. %Ro is affected by depth of burial and the structural contours have a 
similar trend as the %Ro maps. The isochore map shows the Eagle Ford depositional structure 
and correlates to the thicknesses of Martin et.al. (2011) isochore map.  
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Appendix A: Data from Harbor (2011) Used in This Study 
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Appendix B: Wells Used in This Study 
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(Table continued) 
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Appendix C: Data and Calculations 
DLogR 
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(Table continued) 
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(Table continued) 
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%Ro, LOM, TOC 
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(Table continued) 
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(Table continued) 
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Wireline Curve Responses 
 
The Anacacho is a limestone and the San Miguel above is a shale. The Olmos has zones 
of sands and shales. The Navarro has alternating zones of high resistivity at the top which is a 
zone of transition into the Midway shale above. The Midway is a sandy shale while the Wilcox 
above has inter-bedded sands and shales. The Wilcox and the Sparta have similar log 
characteristics and are separated by the Cane River (a +200 ft. shale section). 
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